Up Yonda Farm 5239 Lake Shore Drive Bolton Landing, NY 12814 (518-644-9767)

GEOCACHING AT UP YONDA FARM!
Geocaching is a worldwide game of hiding and seeking treasure that is free to
everyone! This high-tech scavenger hunt uses GPS technology to pinpoint the location
of hidden caches, whose locations are posted on the internet at
www.geocaching.com. Geocaching has both entertainment and educational value,
becoming very popular since its creation in 2003. If you are familiar with GPS units or
want to learn how to use them, Geocaching would be a good hobby to try! Up Yonda
currently hosts three official Geocache sites whose descriptions can be found below.
Step-by-step instructions can be provided by our Naturalists, making it easy for families
to get started with Geocaching. School and group programs on Geocaching, GPS, as
well as, map and compass can also be arranged upon request.
Cache 1
“Log It In”
by Jones Crew
N 43° 34.610 W 073° 39.520
Click here for more information
This cache is a medium sized ammo box starting out with the following contents: Log
book and pencil, a first aid kit, 6' tape measure, screw driver set, American flag patch,
NNY Geo pin, seashell, lock with 2 keys, Barney Hi- bounce ball, glow-necklace and
bracelet set, rope style 3 function watch, bungee cord, gel-pens and paper, and a
flashlight with batteries. Also for the first finder, the chance to pick up and launch our
new Travel Bug named "Geo-Bear". There is also a second cache on the property
named "Yonda Cache". After finding one or both of the caches on the property, spend
a little or a lot of time enjoying the surroundings, or hike one of the established trails.
Check out the fantastic view of Lake George from the vista. Stay and sign up for one of
the educational programs offered to the public. The facility is open all year and the
hours and days of operation are listed on their web site. Come and enjoy a great
location!
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Cache 2
“Yonda Cache”
by Jones Crew
N 43° 34.644 W 073° 39.295
Click here for more information
This cache is a medium sized ammo box starting out with the following contents: Log
book and pencils, hobby knife, round wicker basket, lip gloss w/ sunscreen, travel
sewing kit, address book, set of 5 magic markers, flashlight key chain, large seashell,
Slinky, "Key" ring, American style watch, small brass lock with 2 keys, and a NNY Geo pin.
Also for the first finder is the opportunity to pick up a Yellow Jeep 4x4 Travel Bug from
the Jeep Company to pass on to another cache. This cache should not be difficult to
find during any of the 4 seasons (snowshoes optional) and there is no need to get your
feet wet in any wetlands on the property. There is also a second cache on the property
named "Log It In". After finding one or both of the caches, spend a little or a lot of time
enjoying the surroundings or hike one of the established trails. Check out the fantastic
view of Lake George from the vista. Stay and sign up for one of the educational
programs offered to the public. The facility is open all year and the hours and days of
operation are listed on their web site. Come enjoy a great location!
Cache 3
“Buttons and Brass”
by Saranac48
N 43° 34.801 W 073° 39.543
Click here for more information
The terrain leading to this cache is hilly, but one can follow well maintained trails. The
cache contains random buttons and coins...you do not need to keep with this theme
but small geo coins and travel bugs would be perfect. The cache was placed here by
Saranac48 and the Moreau Elementary Hiking and Conservation Club. This is our first
attempt at a hide so we hope that it works out well. It may be more difficult in winter
months, but not impossible. While on your Visit enjoy the wonderful view of Majestic
Lake George's South Basin and the Narrows! Also be sure to check out the areas great
history! It is loaded with stories of heroism and glory!

